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Purpose: Through-time spiral GRAPPA is a real-time imaging technique that
enables ungated, free-breathing evaluation of the left ventricle. However, it
requires a separate fully-sampled calibration scan to calculate GRAPPA weights.
A self-calibrated through-time spiral GRAPPA method is proposed that uses
a specially designed spiral trajectory with interleaved arm ordering such that
consecutive undersampled frames can be merged to form calibration data,
eliminating the separate fully-sampled acquisition.
Theory and Methods: The proposed method considers the time needed to
acquire data at all points in a GRAPPA calibration kernel when using inter-
leaved arm ordering. Using this metric, simulations were performed to design a
spiral trajectory for self-calibrated GRAPPA. Data were acquired in healthy vol-
unteers using the proposed method and a comparison electrocardiogram-gated
and breath-held cine scan. Left ventricular functional values and image quality
are compared.
Results: A 12-arm spiral trajectory was designed with a temporal resolution
of 32.72 ms/cardiac phase with an acceleration factor of 3. Functional values
calculated using the proposed method and the gold-standard method were not
statistically significantly different (paired t-test, p< 0.05). Image quality ratings
were lower for the proposed method, with statistically significantly different rat-
ings (Wilcoxon signed rank test, p< 0.05) for two of five image quality aspects
rated (level of artifact, blood-myocardium contrast).
Conclusions: A self-calibrated through-time spiral GRAPPA reconstruction
can enable ungated, free-breathing evaluation of the left ventricle in 71 s. Func-
tional values are equivalent to a gold-standard cine technique, although some
aspects of image quality may be inferior due to the real-time nature of the data
collection.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Cardiac MRI can be used to evaluate left ventricular
structure and function. These features are commonly
assessed using cine datasets1,2 with high spatial and tem-
poral resolution. Although the final cine images depict
cardiac motion over a single heartbeat, these data are
typically acquired over multiple heartbeats with electro-
cardiogram (ECG) gating to guide adequate data acquisi-
tion at each cardiac phase. Because data collection occurs
over multiple heartbeats, conventional cine acquisitions
require a regular heart rate with ECG gating and multi-
ple breath-holds. These requirements may be challenging
for patients with arrhythmias or who have difficulty with
breath-holds.

Another option for functional cardiac imaging is to
use real-time imaging, in which data are acquired quickly
enough that an entire image can be captured without
sharing data across different heartbeats. Many approaches
have been proposed to enable real-time cardiac imaging.3–5

Most use data undersampling to reach the desired spa-
tiotemporal resolutions, combined with an image recon-
struction method to remove aliasing artifacts. Reconstruc-
tion methods include parallel imaging,6–8 k-t methods,9
nonlinear inverse reconstructions,10,11 sparse reconstruc-
tions including compressed sensing,12 and deep learning
reconstructions.13

Through-time radial GRAPPA is one non-Cartesian
parallel imaging method that has been proposed for
real-time acquisition and reconstruction.14,15 Undersam-
pled radial data are acquired in a free-running fash-
ion, without ECG synchronization. Through-time radial
GRAPPA14 is then used to reconstruct unaliased images.
Aandal et al16 evaluated this method for left ventric-
ular (LV) evaluation in 63 patients. Ejection fraction
(EF), end diastolic volume (EDV), and end systolic vol-
ume (ESV) values were not statistically significantly dif-
ferent from values calculated using the gold-standard
method. Through-time non-Cartesian GRAPPA has also
been developed for spiral trajectories, which can be used
to acquire data more efficiently than radial trajectories,
enabling higher frame rates with lower acceleration fac-
tors.17

Although through-time GRAPPA is a promising tech-
nique for real-time LV evaluation,16,18 one drawback is
that separate, fully-sampled calibration data must be
acquired. For multi-slice scans like those used for LV eval-
uation, a calibration dataset is needed for each slice. For
example, the original implementation of through-time spi-
ral GRAPPA used ∼18 s of calibration data per slice,17

or 216 s of calibration scanning for 12 slices. To reduce
total scan time, it would be beneficial to remove this

separate calibration dataset, and perform GRAPPA with
calibration data derived from the undersampled data in a
self-calibrated fashion.

In this work, we propose a self-calibrated through-time
spiral GRAPPA method that uses an interleaved under-
sampling pattern to remove the separate calibration
dataset. Consecutive undersampled frames are merged
to form fully-sampled calibration frames. The standard
through-time spiral GRAPPA calibration and reconstruc-
tion processes are then performed. This approach is similar
to TGRAPPA,6 in which an interleaved Cartesian acqui-
sition is used to build up calibration frames over time,
but adapted for a non-Cartesian trajectory. Hamilton et al
previously presented a TGRAPPA-inspired method for spi-
ral trajectories.19 The same trajectory used for conven-
tional, separately-calibrated through-time spiral GRAPPA
was used for the self-calibrating version. Accurate recon-
structions were generated for slow and moderate cardiac
motion, but the image quality deteriorated with more
rapid motion due to motion over the merged undersam-
pled frames and thus over GRAPPA calibration kernels,
yielding less accurate GRAPPA weights.

Here, a trajectory is designed specifically for an inter-
leaved self-calibrated through-time GRAPPA approach.
The amount of time needed to acquire data at all of the
points in the calibration kernel is taken into considera-
tion, in order to minimize the motion over the kernel.
We compare the proposed self-calibrated reconstruction
to a separately-calibrated reconstruction in digital phan-
tom simulations. Gold-standard cine and real-time data
are also acquired in 10 healthy volunteers. Image quality
and functional values from the proposed reconstruction
are compared to cine datasets.

2 THEORY

The original implementations of through-time
non-Cartesian GRAPPA14,17 used a fixed undersampling
pattern for accelerated data and linear arm ordering for
calibration data (Figure 1, left). With linear arm ordering,
neighboring points in k-space are acquired close to each
other in time, and the time needed to acquire data at all of
the points in a calibration kernel is short.

In this work, we define a GRAPPA calibration “ker-
nel duration” as an indirect metric of the motion that
occurs over the kernel. It is defined as the time that
elapses during the collection of all of the data points that
are part of a single calibration kernel (Figure 2). Ideally,
the underlying object would be approximately stationary
while acquiring data in a kernel. The short kernel duration
in separately-calibrated GRAPPA helps enforce this.
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F I G U R E 1 Schematic of separately-calibrated and the proposed self-calibrated through-time spiral GRAPPA acquisition. In the
original implementation of through-time spiral GRAPPA, fully-sampled calibration data are acquired in a separate scan from the accelerated
data (left). In the proposed self-calibrated implementation, accelerated data are acquired in an interleaved manner, and consecutive frames
are merged to form fully-sampled calibration data (right)

F I G U R E 2 GRAPPA calibration kernel duration. The kernel duration is defined as the amount of time that elapses while acquiring
calibration data over all of the points in the GRAPPA kernel. (Top) Source points (blue) and target points (red) in an example GRAPPA kernel.
Open points/gray arm lines are uncollected, and filled points/black arm lines are collected. (Middle) Using linear arm ordering, neighboring
shots in k-space are acquired consecutively in time. In this example using a TR = 8.18 ms and R = 3, the kernel duration is 3 TRs (24.54 ms).
(Bottom left) Using interleaved arm ordering, neighboring arms are not acquired consecutively. Here, the kernel duration is 8 TRs (65.4 ms).
(Bottom right) This work used a forward/backward GRAPPA kernel to shorten the kernel duration. Source and target points to fill a calibration
kernel could be taken from any set of neighboring undersampled frames, not just those acquired after the first source point in time. In the
forward only kernel, frames 1, 2, and 3 need to be collected to form the calibration kernel. In the forward/backward pattern, prior frame 3 and
then frame 1 can be used for a shorter kernel duration. The elapsed time (ET) is the time elapsed since the first point is the kernel was acquired
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In the proposed self-calibrated scheme, undersampled
data are acquired in an interleaved manner and con-
secutive frames are merged to form calibration frames
(Figure 1, right). This scheme means that neighboring
points in k-space are acquired farther apart in time, and
the kernel duration must be carefully considered (Figure 2,
bottom left).

The design requirement for a short kernel duration
led to investigation of using spiral trajectories with longer
readouts than previously used for through-time GRAPPA.
Longer trajectories have more efficient k-space coverage
than shorter ones, and it was hypothesized that a more
efficient trajectory could be used to reduce the number of
arms needed to sample k-space, thereby reducing the ker-
nel duration and improving the GRAPPA reconstruction.

To further reduce the kernel duration, when forming
the calibration kernel, source and target arms could be
selected from “forward” or “backward” in time such that
source/target pairings were as close as possible in time
(Figure 2, bottom right).

3 METHODS

3.1 Trajectory design

Uniform-density spiral trajectories were designed20

to meet recommended spatiotemporal resolutions for
LV evaluation.21,22 Trajectories were prepared with
300 mm2 × 300 mm2 FOV and 2.08 mm2 × 2.08 mm2

in-plane resolution, and with zeroth and first moment
gradient balancing for use in a balanced SSFP (bSSFP)
sequence. Maximum gradient strength and slew rate were
limited to 24 mT/m and 170 T/m/s, respectively.

An initial trajectory with 48 arms as in the original
through-time spiral GRAPPA work17 was designed. The
number of arms was then varied from 50 to 3. Prelim-
inary testing23,24 suggested that acceleration factors of 8
or lower and TRs less than approximately 10 ms may
yield acceptable image quality. Simulations of trajecto-
ries that met these specifications were performed, and
those that resulted in visually similar image quality to the
separately-calibrated reconstruction were tested in vivo
for initial qualitative assessment. This process was iter-
ated until one trajectory was selected for more extensive
simulation and in vivo testing.

3.2 Digital cardiac phantom
simulations

Candidate trajectories were tested using a digital cardiac
phantom. In order to realistically simulate motion over

a scan, each arm of k-space was sampled from a differ-
ent image frame, with realistic cardiac and respiratory
motion occurring between subsequent TRs. For example,
if the accelerated scan had four spiral arms, the arms were
sampled from four slightly different images, with motion
corresponding to one trajectory-specific TR between each
image. The image domain average of the four images
was used as the ground truth image. Coil sensitivities
derived from a cardiac scan in a healthy volunteer using a
30-channel receiver array were applied to the images prior
to conversion to spiral k-space.

Two spiral arm orderings were simulated for accel-
erated acquisitions: an interleaved arm ordering with an
acceleration factor that would enable real-time imaging
with temporal resolutions of <45 ms, and a fixed arm
ordering with the same acceleration factor. A separate,
fully-sampled calibration dataset using the same trajectory
with linear arm ordering was also simulated.

Undersampled data were reconstructed using the
proposed self-calibrated through-time spiral GRAPPA,
conventional separately-calibrated through-time spiral
GRAPPA, and a sliding window reconstruction (no paral-
lel imaging). The GRAPPA kernel size was fixed to 3× 2
in the readout and projection directions, as suggested in
the original through-time spiral GRAPPA method.17 Both
GRAPPA reconstructions used 80 calibration frames.

Reconstruction quality was assessed using structural
similarity index (SSIM) and mean normalized RMS error
(RMSE). Both metrics were calculated over 100 acceler-
ated frames, and in each accelerated frame to examine
variations over simulated motion.

One trajectory was selected for testing in vivo. For this
trajectory, additional simulations were performed over a
sweep of cardiac and respiratory rates to evaluate robust-
ness to motion. Cardiac motion was varied from 60 to
120 beats/min, and respiration was varied from 12 to 20
breaths/min.

3.3 In vivo scanning

The trajectory selected for in vivo testing has a
TR = 8.18 ms, and requires 12 arms to fully-sample
k-space; data collected at R = 3 (4/12 arms) provide a
temporal resolution of 32.72 ms/cardiac phase.

Data were acquired in 10 healthy volunteers accord-
ing to an Institutional Review Board-approved proto-
col on a 1.5T scanner (Sola, Siemens Healthineers).
The spiral multi-slice bSSFP sequence had the follow-
ing parameters: 8.18/0.93 ms TR/TE; 300 mm2 × 300 mm2

FOV; 2.08 mm2 × 2.08 mm2 in-plane resolution; 8 mm slice
thickness; 11–14 slices/stack; 20%–25% slice gap; 58◦–70◦
flip angle. Data for each slice were acquired sequentially
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without pauses, while free-breathing and without ECG
gating. One hundred eighty undersampled frames were
collected in 5.89 s/slice, yielding 60 fully-sampled frames
for the self-calibrated reconstruction. The total time to
acquire a 12-slice stack was 71 s.

For comparison, gold-standard breath-held,
ECG-gated Cartesian cine scans were collected. Default
imaging parameters were used for more accurate com-
parison to clinical protocols. The parameter ranges
were: 255 mm2 × 340 mm2–392 mm2 × 396 mm2 FOV;
1.52 mm2 × 1.52 mm2–1.77 mm2 × 1.77 mm2 in-plane res-
olution; 8 mm slice thickness; 12–14 slices/stack; 20%–25%
slice gap; 51◦–67◦ flip angle. Depending on the volun-
teer’s heart rate, 11–25 cardiac phases were acquired with
23–52 ms/phase temporal resolution.

Spiral image reconstructions were performed in MAT-
LAB using the proposed self-calibrated through-time spi-
ral GRAPPA method. After reconstruction of the 180
accelerated frames, the last 4 s of data (122 frames)
were evaluated. Cartesian cine data were evaluated using
vendor-reconstructed images.

3.4 EF calculation and image quality
rating

Images were analyzed in the standard software used at
our institution (Medis Suite MR, Medis Medical Imaging).
Images were shown to one cardiothoracic radiologist, who
performed segmentation and evaluated image quality. The
left ventricular endocardium was segmented at end dias-
tole (ED) and end systole (ES) in each slice, and ESV, EDV,
and EF were calculated. Although spiral datasets covered
multiple heartbeats, the radiologist selected one ED and
one ES frame at each slice.

Image quality was rated on a 5-point Likert scale
(1 = non-diagnostic, 2 = poor, 3 = average, 4 = good,
5 = excellent) for the following aspects: level of artifacts,
blood-myocardium contrast, sharpness of endocardial bor-
der, temporal dynamics of the papillary muscles, and tem-
poral dynamics of the left ventricular wall.18

For both the segmentation and image quality evalua-
tions, the 20 Cartesian and spiral datasets were presented
in random order.

3.5 Statistical analyses

The means and standard deviations of ESV, EDV, and EF
values for each imaging condition (gold-standard Carte-
sian and proposed self-calibrated spiral) over the 10 vol-
unteers were calculated. Bland Altman plots25 and paired
t-tests comparing the methods were prepared.

Image quality ratings were pooled over volunteers,
yielding 10 ratings for each aspect. Means and stan-
dard deviations were calculated for each image set. The
gold standard and proposed methods were compared
using two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, with the null
hypothesis that the median difference between the two
methods is zero. All analyses were performed in MATLAB.

4 RESULTS

Figure 3 and Supporting Information Table S1, which
is available online, show a subset of trajectories tested
to illustrate trade-offs between different parameters. The
first trajectory uses three arms to fully sample k-space,
leading to a TR = 24.58 ms. At R = 3, one arm is
used to sample each accelerated frame. The GRAPPA
calibration kernel duration is the same for both the
separate- and self-calibrating schemes because under-
sampled data are acquired in the same pattern used to
acquire linearly-ordered, separate calibration data. The
self-calibrating scheme (RMSE = 10.1, SSIM = 0.979)
performs slightly better than the separate calibration
for this trajectory (RMSE = 13.8, SSIM = 0.958). A
contrasting trajectory uses 50 arms to fully sample
k-space. The TR = 4.17 ms, and at R = 5, the kernel
durations are 20.85 ms and 87.57 ms for the separate-
and self-calibrating schemes, respectively. In this case,
the separately-calibrated reconstruction (RMSE = 10.1,
SSIM = 0.967) performs better than the self-calibrated
reconstruction (RMSE = 20.7, SSIM = 0.920). Trajectories
with intermediate numbers of arms (12, 15, and 24) were
also tested. Of these, the 12-arm trajectory had the shortest
self-calibrated kernel duration (kernel duration = 40.9 ms,
RMSE = 13.0, SSIM = 0.958). For all trajectories, both
GRAPPA reconstructions performed better than the slid-
ing window reconstruction in terms of RMSE and SSIM.

Visual differences in image quality of the different
trajectories are shown in Figure 4 and Supporting Infor-
mation Figure S1. Difference images from the ground
truth show that as the number of arms and kernel dura-
tion increase, the self-calibrated reconstruction begins
to exhibit errors at the edges of the heart walls and
swirling artifacts in the blood pool (Figure 4). Tempo-
ral profiles (Supporting Information Figure S1) also show
increasing differences in the self-calibrated reconstruction
from ground truth as the number of arms increases. The
separately-calibrated reconstruction showed less depen-
dence on the number of arms in terms of RMSE and
SSIM (Figure 3), and the image quality appears more
consistent visually over the trajectories (Figure 4, Sup-
porting Information Figure S1). Plots of RMSE and
SSIM at each accelerated frame (Supporting Information
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F I G U R E 3 Comparison of sample trajectories tested in digital phantom simulations. The trajectories differ in the number of arms in the
fully-sampled k-space, and thus both the TR and the time elapsed over the GRAPPA calibration kernel in separately and self-calibrated modes.
The acceleration factor was chosen such that the temporal resolution per accelerated frame is <45 ms, as recommended for evaluation of LV
structure and function.21,22 Please see Supporting Information Table S1 for the kernel durations and acceleration factors of these trajectories.
RMSE and SSIM values are calculated compared to ground truth images, and are given for the two spiral GRAPPA implementations and a
sliding window reconstruction. All simulations were performed for a heart rate of 90 beats/min and a respiratory rate of 16 breaths per minute

F I G U R E 4 Sample digital phantom images in diastole, mid-cycle, and systole corresponding to the trajectories in Figure 3. Images
from the two spiral GRAPPA implementations and the sliding window reconstruction are given, along with subtraction images compared to
the ground truth (x2 scale)
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Figure S1) show that the self-calibrated reconstruction
has a slightly wider range in both metrics compared to
the separately-calibrated reconstruction, indicating more
variation in image quality over time. Compared to the
sliding window reconstruction, both GRAPPA reconstruc-
tions show better image quality.

Effects of different levels of simulated cardiac and
respiratory motion are shown in Supporting Information
Figures S2–S4. The image quality of all three reconstruc-
tions deteriorates as the simulated heart and respiratory
rates increase (Supporting Information Figure S2). How-
ever, the separately-calibrated GRAPPA reconstruction
shows the least sensitivity to motion (60 beats/min:
RMSE = 8.25, SSIM = 0.977; 120 beats/min: RMSE = 8.77,
SSIM = 0.972), while the sliding window reconstruction
shows the most sensitivity (60 beats/min: RMSE = 29.0,
SSIM= 0.905; 120 beats/min: RMSE= 40.2, SSIM= 0.845).
The self-calibrated GRAPPA reconstruction shows
an intermediate amount of sensitivity (60 beats/min:
RMSE = 9.69, SSIM = 0.973; 120 beats/min: RMSE = 15.5,
SSIM = 0.944).

Figure 5 shows frames at ED and ES from the
gold-standard Cartesian cine scan and the proposed
self-calibrated spiral GRAPPA method at a stack of
slices in one volunteer. For this volunteer, the spiral
images had a slightly higher average image quality rating

(average = 3.8) than the Cartesian images (average = 3.2).
The two methods yielded similar functional values (spiral:
ESV = 44.7 mL, EDV = 104 mL, EF = 57.0%; Cartesian:
ESV = 46.3 mL, EDV = 115 mL, EF = 59.9%).

Figure 6 shows images from a second volunteer at
basal, mid-ventricular, and apical slices. The average
image quality of the Cartesian images (average = 4.8)
was higher than the spiral images (average = 3.8). Func-
tional values were also similar (spiral: ESV = 50.2 mL,
EDV = 116 mL, EF = 56.8%; Cartesian: ESV = 46.61 mL,
EDV = 117 mL, EF = 60.2%).

Figure 7 shows a set of images from a third volunteer,
in which banding artifacts were seen over the ventricular
wall in the spiral images. The average image quality of the
Cartesian scans was 3.6, while the spiral scans were rated
3.2. However, the functional values were similar between
the two methods (spiral: ESV = 58.7 mL, EDV = 151 mL,
EF = 61.1%; Cartesian: ESV = 62.0 mL, EDV = 149 mL,
EF = 58.5%). Videos corresponding to Figures 5–7 are
available in the Supporting Information material (Videos
S1-S9).

Figure 8 shows Bland–Altman comparisons between
the two methods for the three functional values. The mean
biases ([95% limits of agreement]) were 0.036 mL ([−10.6,
10.7]), 1.83 mL ([−29.8, 33.5]), and 0.167% ([−9.99, 10.3])
for ESV, EDV, and EF, respectively. All volunteers fell

F I G U R E 5 Stack of images in diastole and systole from one volunteer. Images are shown for the gold-standard breath-held, ECG-gated
Cartesian scan and the proposed self-calibrated GRAPPA scan. Twelve slices were acquired in vivo, but only the 8 required for left ventricular
coverage are shown. Images are cropped to better show the heart. For this volunteer, the average image quality rating for the gold-standard
scan was 3.2 (blood-myocardium contrast = 5, sharpness of endocardial border = 3, temporal dynamics of papillary muscles = 3, temporal
dynamics of ventricular wall = 2, level of artifacts = 3). The average image quality rating for the self-calibrated GRAPPA scan was 3.8
(blood-myocardium contrast = 4, sharpness of endocardial border = 3, temporal dynamics of papillary muscles = 4, temporal dynamics of
ventricular wall = 4, level of artifacts = 4)
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F I G U R E 6 Images from a second
volunteer at 3 slice locations (basal,
mid-ventricular, apex) in diastole and
systole for each imaging condition. The
average image quality rating of the
Cartesian images was 4.8
(blood-myocardium contrast = 5,
sharpness of endocardial border = 5,
temporal dynamics of papillary
muscles = 5, temporal dynamics of
ventricular wall = 5, level of artifacts = 4).
The average rating of the spiral images was
3.8 (blood-myocardium contrast = 4,
sharpness of endocardial border = 4,
temporal dynamics of papillary
muscles = 4, temporal dynamics of
ventricular wall = 4, level of artifacts = 3)

F I G U R E 7 Images from a third
volunteer at three slice locations (basal,
mid-ventricular, apex) in diastole and
systole for each imaging condition. In
this volunteer, banding artifacts (red
arrows) were seen in the ventricular
wall, which were not seen in the
Cartesian scans. The average image
quality rating of the Cartesian scans was
3.6 (blood-myocardium contrast = 4,
sharpness of endocardial border = 3,
temporal dynamics of papillary
muscles = 4, temporal dynamics of
ventricular wall = 3, level of
artifacts = 4). The average rating for the
spiral scan was 3.2 (blood-myocardium
contrast = 3, sharpness of endocardial
border = 3, temporal dynamics of
papillary muscles = 4, temporal
dynamics of ventricular wall = 4, level
of artifacts = 2)

within the limits of agreement for the three values, except
for EDV of one volunteer.

Table 1 summarizes the Bland–Altman statistics, and
shows absolute differences and paired t-test p-values com-
paring the gold standard and proposed methods. Mean
absolute differences in ESV, EDV, and EF were 4.60 mL,

11.1 mL, and 4.22%, while maximum absolute differ-
ences were 9.04 mL, 34.2 mL, and 10.1%, respectively. The
p-values for ESV, EDV, and EF were 0.984, 0.728, and 0.921,
respectively. These results indicate that functional values
calculated using the two methods are not statistically sig-
nificantly different (p< 0.05).
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F I G U R E 8 Bland–Altman plots
comparing functional values from the gold
standard (breath-held Cartesian) and
proposed (self-calibrating spiral) methods

T A B L E 1 Comparison of functional values calculated using the proposed self-calibrated spiral GRAPPA method and the
gold-standard Cartesian cine

Bland–Altman statistics Absolute differences Paired t-test

Functional
metric

Mean
bias

Lower limit
of agreement
(−1.96 SD)

Upper limit
of agreement
(+1.96 SD)

Mean absolute
difference

Maximum
absolute
difference p-value

ESV (mL) 0.036 −10.6 10.7 4.60 9.04 0.984

EDV (mL) 1.83 −29.8 33.5 11.1 34.2 0.728

EF (%) 0.167 −9.99 10.3 4.22 10.1 0.921

Note: Statistics are given over 10 healthy volunteers.

A summary of the image quality ratings is given in
Table 2. The Cartesian scans had higher ratings for all five
aspects, and ratings were statistically significantly differ-
ent for the level of artifacts and the blood-myocardium
contrast. However, the average rating for the spiral images
was>3 (average) for all aspects except the level of artifacts,
for which the average rating was 2.8. Supporting Informa-
tion Figure S5 shows a bar graph of the ratings for a more
detailed breakdown.

5 DISCUSSION

This work presents a method for self-calibrated
through-time spiral GRAPPA that removes the need to
acquire separate calibration data. Undersampled data are
acquired with interleaved arm ordering, and consecutive

frames are merged together to form calibration data. The
GRAPPA weights are then used to reconstruct individual
undersampled frames. Real-time images generated with
this method can be used to calculate left ventricular func-
tional values in a single rapid, free-breathing, ungated
scan.

One focus of this work was the design of a spiral tra-
jectory with better robustness to motion after merging
undersampled frames to form calibration data. To this
end, we defined a “kernel duration” metric as the time
that elapses while acquiring all of the data points that
make up a GRAPPA calibration kernel. Spiral trajectories
with short TRs require more arms to fully sample k-space,
and higher acceleration factors are needed to reach rec-
ommended temporal resolutions. The higher acceleration
factor may lead to a longer kernel duration that starts
to violate the assumption that the underlying object is
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T A B L E 2 Likert scale ratings of different image quality
aspects for each of the imaging methods

Cartesian
gold
standard

Self-calibrated
GRAPPA pWSR

Level of artifacts 4.1 ± 0.57 2.8 ± 0.63 0.016*

Blood-myocardium
contrast

4.6 ± 0.70 3.5 ± 0.53 0.0039*

Sharpness of endocar-
dial border

3.9 ± 0.88 3.1 ± 0.74 0.078

Temporal dynamics of
the papillary muscles

4.4 ± 0.84 3.7 ± 0.95 0.17

Temporal dynamics
of the left ventricular
wall

4.1 ± 1.1 3.8 ± 0.79 0.55

Note: Mean± SD over 10 volunteers are given. Each aspect was rated on a
5-point Likert scale (1: non-diagnostic, 2: poor, 3: average, 4: good, 5:
excellent). Note that a lower rating for the level of artifacts indicates worse
artifacts. The pWSR level is given between the gold-standard Cartesian and
the self-calibrated GRAPPA methods. Asterisked values indicate features
that were statistically significantly different (p < 0.05).

stationary while data in the kernel are acquired. In this
case, the GRAPPA weights may not reflect the true coil sen-
sitivity information, resulting in poor image quality. This
effect was observed in simulations of a 50-arm interleaved
trajectory with a kernel duration of 87.57 ms at R = 5.
Artifacts resembled those in the sliding window recon-
struction, suggesting they may be due to motion across
arms used together in a calibration kernel. Longer tra-
jectories with lower acceleration factors had better image
quality due to the shorter kernel durations.

Simulations were also performed to com-
pare the proposed self-calibrated reconstruction to
separately-calibrated GRAPPA. While the self-calibrating
approach reduced the total scan time for a short-axis
stack from 142 to 71 s, the separately-calibrated recon-
structions demonstrated lower RMSE values. This may be
expected because the kernel duration is shorter when data
are acquired with linear arm ordering compared to inter-
leaved ordering. The separately-calibrated approach may
be beneficial if the time is available and the patient is com-
pliant. However, despite the potential for reduced image
quality, the self-calibrated approach still led to functional
values in agreement with the gold-standard.

Several groups have proposed self-calibrated,
non-Cartesian GRAPPA methods. Two early methods
multiplied undersampled images by a support mask26 or
coil sensitivities,27 effectively convolving undersampled
k-space with a filter to approximate fully-sampled data.
However, one method26 noted residual artifacts when
R is high, and the second27 described an upper limit on

R because a fully-sampled center of k-space is needed.
Therefore, these methods may not be suitable for real-time
cardiac imaging. Others use the geometric patterns of
propeller and radial trajectories to overlap undersampled
data into fully-sampled regions,28 interpolate GRAPPA
weights,29 or accumulate calibration data over undersam-
pled k-space.30 However, these methods cannot be easily
adapted to spiral trajectories. A recent method uses the
Fourier transform phase shift property on fully-sampled
Cartesian data to estimate GRAPPA kernels for arbitrary
trajectories.31 It is demonstrated with fMRI datasets,
and it is unclear if it would perform as well at the tem-
poral resolutions needed for cardiac imaging. Another
method32 merges interleaved, undersampled acquisitions
into fully-sampled datasets that can be re-sampled at
desired non-Cartesian kernels. However, it was tested on
breath-held, cine cardiac images.

Unlike some of these previous works, the proposed
method is demonstrated for prospectively undersampled,
free-breathing and ungated cardiac imaging. One pre-
vious method for free-breathing, ungated cardiac imag-
ing achieves high spatiotemporal resolutions of up to
1.3 mm2 × 1.3 mm2 and 38 ms/frame.30 However, it relied
on the geometry of radial trajectories, and acceleration fac-
tors of 6–16 were needed for these resolutions. Here, a
specially designed interleaved spiral trajectory is used to
reach clinically relevant resolutions at R = 3.

In addition to GRAPPA-type methods, other par-
allel imaging methods such as CG-SENSE have been
used for real-time cardiac imaging using undersampled,
non-Cartesian acquisitions.33 Compared to CG-SENSE,
through-time GRAPPA is a non-iterative approach, and
it does not require coil sensitivity maps to be calculated.
However, future work may directly compare the pro-
posed method to other types of reconstructions such as
CG-SENSE in terms of image quality and practical imple-
mentation. While the proposed method is not iterative, it
does require calculation of R times more GRAPPA weights
than conventional separately-calibrated GRAPPA due to
the interleaved acquisition pattern. In this work we did
not attempt to optimize the reconstruction time, and par-
allelized implementations using GPUs could be explored
to speed it up, similar to fast implementations of the
CG-SENSE algorithm.34

Results in healthy volunteers showed that functional
values calculated using the proposed self-calibrated spi-
ral GRAPPA method were not statistically significantly
different from the gold standard. Pellikka et al35 sug-
gest that when comparing different imaging modalities
to calculate EF, an absolute difference of <5% may be
considered in agreement. In this work, the largest abso-
lute difference was 10.1%, and the mean absolute dif-
ference was 4.22%. Bland–Altman comparisons showed
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small biases for the three functional values, and all results
except one fell within the limits of agreement. However,
the limits are wider than those reported in prior works
using through-time non-Cartesian GRAPPA for LV eval-
uation.16,18 One possible reason is that datasets were pre-
sented in random order to the radiologist, and the number
of slices selected from each stack for LV coverage was not
consistent between the gold-standard and proposed scans
for each volunteer. For example, for the volunteer with
the largest difference in EF, the number of slices in dias-
tole differed by two, while the number of slices in systole
was the same. Because scans were prepared with the same
slice positions, thicknesses, and gaps, a difference in the
number of slices may cause differences in calculated vol-
umes. Future experiments should include long-axis views
to assist the radiologist in selecting slices.

Five features were rated to compare the image qual-
ity of the proposed and gold-standard methods. Ratings
were statistically significantly different for two aspects
(blood-myocardium contrast, levels of artifacts). However,
the only average rating below 3 (average) using the pro-
posed method was for level of artifacts. It is expected that
the non-Cartesian sampling, longer TR, and smaller FOV
of the proposed method may result in different artifacts
than the gold-standard. For the three real-time datasets
that had ratings of 2 (poor) for the level of artifacts, the
primary artifacts were flow artifacts and banding.

The second statistically significantly different feature
was the blood-myocardium contrast, although no ratings
were below 3 for either method. We did not optimize the
flip angle for the spiral design, and flip angles used for
real-time scanning with the long TR (58◦–70◦) were simi-
lar to those used for Cartesian scanning (51◦–67◦). Future
work may optimize the flip angle to improve contrast.

The remaining three image features (sharpness of
endocardial border, temporal dynamics of papillary mus-
cles, temporal dynamics of left ventricular wall) had
lower, but not statistically significantly different, rat-
ings for the real-time images. The temporal dynam-
ics of the papillary muscles and the ventricular wall
had the most similar ratings between the two meth-
ods, possibly reflecting the similar temporal resolutions
of the self-calibrated (32.72 ms/phase) and gold-standard
(23–52 ms/phase) methods. One strength of the proposed
method is that comparable temporal resolution can be
achieved in a real-time acquisition, without combining
data from multiple heartbeats.

These results suggest that the gold-standard method
may result in better image quality in patients who are
able to breath-hold and who have regular heart rhythms.
Other studies comparing real-time and gold-standard car-
diac imaging have also reported inferior image qual-
ity from real-time images.11,12,16 Future work will assess

whether the method proposed here provides acceptable
image quality in patients who are unable to comply with
the gold-standard scans. For these patients, the proposed
method may provide a fast free-breathing, ungated alter-
native to obtain functional values.

This initial study was performed in healthy volunteers.
Other studies testing real-time methods in patient pop-
ulations have shown promising results.11–13,16,33 Future
evaluation of the proposed method in patients may test
its performance in a wider range of functional values
and for various cardiac characteristics, such as presence
of arrhythmias, wall motion abnormalities, or disease, to
understand the clinical utility of the method.

6 CONCLUSIONS

A method for self-calibrated through-time spiral GRAPPA
was presented. Undersampled data were acquired using a
specially designed spiral trajectory with interleaved arm
ordering, and consecutive frames were merged to form
fully-sampled calibration data. The resulting GRAPPA
weights were then used to reconstruct the undersam-
pled frames, eliminating the need for a separate cal-
ibration scan. This method enables real-time imaging
of 12 slices for left ventricular coverage in 71 s of
free-breathing, ungated scanning. The temporal resolution
is 32.72 ms/cardiac phase, with a 2.08 mm2 × 2.08 mm2

spatial resolution, 300 mm2 × 300 mm2 FOV, and 8 mm
slice thickness. Functional values calculated using the
proposed self-calibrated method and the gold-standard
method were not statistically significantly different. Image
quality ratings for the real-time images were lower than for
the gold-standard method, although only one image aspect
(level of artifact) had an average rating<3 (average). These
results indicate that real-time imaging with self-calibrated
spiral GRAPPA may be an option for patients who
are unable to breath-hold or who have irregular heart
rates.
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Table S1. Characteristics of sample trajectories tested in
digital phantom simulations.
Figure S1. Temporal profiles over 100 accelerated images
corresponding to the trajectories in Figure 3. The line pro-
files track the position shown in the simulated heart. Sub-
traction images are scaled by x2. The right two columns
plot RMSE and SSIM by frame for each of the reconstruc-
tions. For both values, the mean value over all time frames
is subtracted from each time frame such that the three
reconstructions can be viewed on the same y-axis.
Figure S2. Effect of cardiac and respiratory motion on the
two through-time spiral GRAPPA implementations and a
sliding window reconstruction. Digital phantom simula-
tions were performed using the 12-arm trajectory used for
in vivo scanning.
Figure S3. Sample digital phantom images in diastole,
mid-cycle, and systole corresponding to different motion
conditions. Images from the two spiral GRAPPA imple-
mentations and the sliding window reconstruction are
given, along with subtraction images compared to the
ground truth (x2 scale).
Figure S4. Temporal profiles over 100 accelerated images
corresponding to different motion conditions. Subtraction
images are scaled by x2. The right two columns plot RMSE
and SSIM by frame for each of the reconstructions. For
both values, the mean value over all time frames is sub-
tracted from each value such that the three reconstructions
can be viewed on the same y-axis.
Figure S5. Comparison of Likert scale ratings of differ-
ent image quality aspects for the gold-standard, ECG-gated
and breathheld Cartesian scan (BC) and the proposed
real-time, free-breathing spiral scan (FS). Asterisk indi-
cates statistical significance to the p< 0.05 level in a

Wilcoxon signed rank test between the gold standard and
proposed methods.

Video S1. Time series corresponding to Figure 5. Images
from all phases in a gold-standard breath-held, ECG-gated
Cartesian scan at a stack of 8 slices for left ventricular cov-
erage in a healthy volunteer. Images are cropped to better
show the heart.

Video S2. Time series corresponding to Figure 5. Images
at a stack of 8 slices in a healthy volunteer from 4 s
of free-breathing, ungated imaging acquired and recon-
structed using the proposed self-calibrated spiral GRAPPA
method. Note that because data are ungated and acquired
slice-by-slice, the cardiac phases are not temporally
aligned across the slices. Images are cropped to better show
the heart.

Video S3. Time series corresponding to Figure 5
and Video S2. To visually compare the proposed
self-calibrated and conventional separately-calibrated
spiral GRAPPA methods, the same interleaved, undersam-
pled dataset shown in Video S2 was reconstructed using
separately-calibrated GRAPPA. GRAPPA weights were
calculated using a separate fully-sampled acquisition.

Video S4. Time series corresponding to Figure 6. Images
from all phases in a gold-standard breath-held, ECG-gated
Cartesian scan at 3 slice locations (basal, mid-ventricular,
apex) in a second healthy volunteer.

Video S5. Time series corresponding to Figure 6. Images
at 3 slice locations (basal, mid-ventricular, apex) in a sec-
ond healthy volunteer from 4 s of free-breathing, ungated
imaging acquired and reconstructed using the proposed
self-calibrated spiral GRAPPA method.

Video S6. Time series corresponding to Figure 6
and Video S5. To visually compare the proposed
self-calibrated and conventional separately-calibrated
spiral GRAPPA methods, the same interleaved, undersam-
pled dataset shown in Video S5 was reconstructed using
separately-calibrated GRAPPA. GRAPPA weights were
calculated using a separate fully-sampled acquisition.

Video S7. Time series corresponding to Figure 7. Images
from all phases in a gold-standard breath-held, ECG-gated
Cartesian scan at 3 slice locations (basal, mid-ventricular,
apex) in a third healthy volunteer.

Video S8. Time series corresponding to Figure 7. Images
at 3 slice locations (basal, mid-ventricular, apex) in a
third healthy volunteer from 4 s of free-breathing, ungated
imaging acquired and reconstructed using the proposed
self-calibrated spiral GRAPPA method. In this volunteer,
banding artifacts were seen in the ventricular wall of
the spiral scans, which were not seen in the Cartesian
scans.
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Video S9. Time series corresponding to Figure 7
and Video S8. To visually compare the proposed
self-calibrated and conventional separately-calibrated
spiral GRAPPA methods, the same interleaved, undersam-
pled dataset shown in Video S8 was reconstructed using
separately-calibrated GRAPPA. GRAPPA weights were
calculated using a separate fully-sampled acquisition.
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